hypotheses may grow exponentially. To address this problem, it is clear that more a priori information is needed. One This paper addresses the problem of matching line segments in two images from a sequence of images. We propose a new way to incorporate such information is to make implicit algorithm that employs relaxation labeling to integrate the per-assumptions about objects in motion, such as the local ceptual grouping and feature matching processes. We consider smoothness of motion fields, which serves as the basis for feature matching between two views as a ''temporal grouping'' most feature matching algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
proach. The main contribution of our work is in implementing a new algorithm for cooperating the spatial and tempoMotion analysis is an important research topic in comral grouping processes by using the relaxation labeling puter vision [1] . In general, a motion analysis system has techniques. We first detect edges with the Canny edge three tasks: feature extraction, feature matching, and operator [7] . We then extract lines by using the ORT (obmotion/structure computation. Of these tasks, feature exject recognition toolkit) [10] package. The matching algotraction has been studied most extensively and reliable rithm uses the relaxation labeling paradigm to match two algorithms have been proposed and implemented. Simisets of lines in images. Initially a line in the first image has larly, computing structure from motion is a well-defined multiple matching candidates in the second image. The problem [2] to which mathematical theory, especially algecorrespondence ambiguity is resolved by iteratively propabraic geometry, can be applied. Feature matching, howgating constraint information from a line's neighbors. The ever, remains a difficult and, at times, an ill-defined probneighbors of a line in the literature update process are lem. One major obstacle is uncertainty in the image data, defined by the line's perceptual groups. The most imwhich may cause missing, spurious, or noisy features. As portant advantage of our new algorithm over previous a consequence, the number of valid but weak matching work is that we hypothesize and test line features' temporal and spatial relations at the same time and we use one The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 describes our algorithm, and Section 4 discusses system implementation issues. Section 5 explains the simulation analysis, and Section 6 shows the experimental results. Finally, Section 7 gives conclusions and future directions.
PREVIOUS WORK
Barnard and Thompson [6] successfully applied the relaxation labeling technique to matching image point features. Candidate points are first selected by the Moravec operator [6] . An initial network of possible matches is constructed, with an initial estimate of probability assigned to each match. These estimates are then iteratively improved by a relaxation labeling technique using the local smoothness assumption for point features. Part of our work uses a similar idea to match image line features in two images.
Medioni and Nevatia [16] use a relaxation operation in ours is based on lines. Moreover, in Singh's system the matching image line features. They use a discrete relax-update for a flow vector is computed as a weighted average ation scheme in which the neighbors of a line are defined of its neighbors, while we use the relaxation labeling techover the whole image. Our work uses a fuzzy labeling nique [9] to propagate neighborhood information. approach [9] , and defines neighbors of a line by perceptual grouping.
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Venkateswar and Chellapa [22] use perceptual grouping in hierarchical feature matching. The main thrust of their Figure 1 gives an overview of the proposed algorithm. work is to build a hierarchy of image features by perceptual The proposed system has three distinguishing parts: a pergrouping, and to perform group-to-group matching in two ceptual grouping process based on the statistical inference images. Their objective is to reduce the complexity of paradigm, a relaxation labeling process for adjusting matching by using this coarse-to-fine scheme. Quan and matching strengths, and the cooperation between spatial Mohr [19] propose a similar idea, but their emphasis is and temporal grouping processing. We shall explain each more on perspective geometry constraints such as van-idea in the following subsections. ishing points. Our work uses perceptual grouping in a different way. We assume that perceptually grouped lines 3.1. Perceptual Grouping by Statistical have similar motions; therefore, we can use spatial relations Hypothesis Testing to resolve ambiguities in temporal relations.
Lowe [13] discusses matching image point and line feaPerceptual grouping is a powerful tool to extract information from low-level image data without a priori 3D models. tures to 3D models. He uses perceptual grouping of image features to select the best 3D model to match. Our work Simply put, the basic idea is to hypothesize grouping among lines with similar attributes, such as orientations of lines or uses perceptual grouping and relaxation labeling in matching line features in two 2D images.
positions of end points. Perceptual grouping is considered as a special case of a hypothesis testing problem that involves McIntosh and Mutch [17] match line segments in two views using various line properties, including the end uncertain geometric objects such as lines and points. For the current work, we shall consider 2D lines only. points, orientation, length, and width of the line support region. They define the value of the line-matching function Assume that a 2D line is represented by an n-dimensional parameter vector, and that from image data and as a weighted sum of the absolute differences between two sets of line parameters. The correspondence is assigned feature extraction processes, we are given a set of ''uncertain 2D lines,'' denoted by l i , i ʦ I. Uncertainties in the line to minimize the matching function. Liu and Huang [12] propose a similar system for 3D structure from motion.
parameters can be propagated from low-level processing stages. For example, 2D line parameters may be computed Singh [20] proposes an iterative update algorithm for computing 2D optical flow vectors. His system has a struc-by the least square fitting of edge points, and the uncertainty in this case is the fitting errors. To simplify the ture similar to ours in the sense that the flow vectors are iteratively computed with information propagated from problem, we shall assume that the uncertainty can be modeled as an n-dimensional Gaussian distribution function, neighbors through both spatial and temporal update phases. However, his work is based on edge points, while i.e., 
The distance d is actually of 2 distribution with dimension n. Therefore, thresholds for for d can be given probabi- Relaxation labeling algorithms are conceptually simple the other hand, if the value is too low, then potential and prove to be robust in many vision problems [11] . Figure candidates may be rejected. In the terminology of signal 3 illustrates the basic structure of such algorithms. In the detection [5] , the threshold of d is a trade-off between false 2D image line matching problem, the algorithm uses the alarms and miss detections. An optimal threshold can be following information: found if the risk functions for both cases can be defined.
Note that the hypothesis testing paradigm can be applied 1. A set of objects. In our case we have 2D lines in the to matching lines in the temporal domain as well as to first image, denoted by l i , i ʦ I. grouping lines in the spatial domain. In the latter case, we simply evaluate the statistical distance between two uncertain line orientations to group parallel lines. For the following discussions, l i is a line in the first image, and line l j is another line in the same image that is spatially grouped with l i , while l 1 is a line in the second image that is matched (temporally grouped) to l i . Finally, l 2 , a line also in the second image, is either spatially grouped to l 1 or temporarlly grouped to l j . Figure 2 illustrates these relations.
Note that in our algorithm, the threshold d has a statistical interpretation that is universal for all hypothesis testing problems. Furthermore, we can also use the Mahalanobis distance directly to represent the strengths of grouping. We adopt such an approach in our relaxation labeling algorithm.
Line Matching by Relaxation Labeling
Barnard and Thompson [6] use relaxation labeling to match point features in two images. We extend their work to line features. The main assumption of matching by relaxation labeling is that neighbors should have consistent labels. Initially, a feature in the first image may have more than one corresponding features in the second image. This 2. A set of labels for each object. In our problem labels 2. Update the strength of the match based on its supare 2D motions between a line in the first image and an-port function. other line in the second. A label is denoted by , and the We can think of this iterative procedure as a constraint set of all potential labels for line i is denoted by L i .
propagation process. In line feature matching, the only 3. A neighbor relation over the objects. We define the natural constraint is that the motion vector field should be neighbors of a line to be the set of lines in its spatial locally smooth; i.e., neighbors should have similar motions. perceptual groups, denoted by N i for line l i .
We thus use this constraint to resolve matching ambigu-4. A compatibility function over two or more labels: A ities. compatibility function, denoted by d ij (, Ј), indicates the compatibility between label at object l i and Ј at its 3.3. Cooperative Spatial and Temporal neighbor l j . We define the compatibility function to be the Grouping Processes ''distance'' between two resulting 2D line motions. We
In traditional relaxation labeling algorithms [6, 11] , the discuss the definition in Section 4.
neighbors of a node are fixed. In our neighborhood update After initialization, the relaxation labeling algorithm procedure, we derive an operation that coordinates begoes through the following steps iteratively: tween spatial and temporal grouping processes. The interaction between the two parts is based on the following prin-1. For each object, compute the support function for ciples: each potential match (label). The support function can be the sum or the product of compatibility functions between the current label and each of the neighbors' labels. One problem for the original relaxation labeling scheme, The new formulation has two cooperating relaxation proas pointed out by Barnard and Thompson [6] , is that when cesses. In the temporal grouping process, spatial groups are a scene contains moving objects, neighbor assignments may used to compute the support functions for temporal matchbe incorrect along the motion boundaries. Such a problem ing. Similarly, in the spatial grouping process, temporal is caused by the fact that for moving objects, spatial groupgroups are used to verify spatial neighborhood relations. In ing alone is not powerful enough. The proposed algorithm other words, the roles of the label set L i and the neighbor remedies this problem using the cooperation between spaset N i interchange alternately. As was shown in Fig. 1 , the tial and temporal grouping processes. Therefore, even if new iterative process now goes through the following steps: a motionless line is initially grouped with a moving line 1. For each object, compute the support function for because of their spatial similarity, such a grouping error each of its potential matchings (labels).
will be corrected by the iterative cooperation process since their motions are different and we use temporal grouping to modify spatial groups. The next section discusses in 1, we discuss the system parameters used and explain their meaning. detail the implementation of the proposed algorithm.
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Preprocessing
We first apply the Canny edge operator [7] to detect This section discusses implementation issues of our new algorithm. Following closely the flow chart shown in toolkit) [10] package to extract line segments. These two involved, we convert the ORT line parameters into three uncertain 2D points and two uncertain 1D points (scalars). packages were chosen for low-level processing because
The convention used by the ORT are as follows: their source codes are available in the public domain, and they have proven to be reliable through extensive testing.
1. The orientation of a line is an angle, , between ORT provided 11 parameters for each line: the two end 0 and ȏ, with a standard deviation given by the ORT. points, the midpoint, the orientation angle and its uncer-ϭ 0 is the horizontal direction and ϭ ȏ/2 is the vertitainty (standard deviation), and the length with uncertaint-cal direction. ies in both the orthogonal and parallel directions. Since 2. The uncertain length of a line is a scalar l with a standard deviation equal to the uncertainty in the parallel our perceptual grouping algorithm evaluates the strength of a hypothesis using the uncertainties of the parameters direction given by the ORT package.
FIG. 15.
4. The uncertainties of the midpoint are assumed to be just half of those of the end points.
Perceptual Grouping
We use the statistical inference paradigm to evaluate perceptual grouping hypotheses. Currently our system tests four different geometric hypotheses: coefficient, the more matching candidates will be found at the beginning of the matching process. The distance of the All terms in the summation are of 2 distribution. Assuming they are independent, then the resultant sum also of angle term may be deemphasized if it is known a priori that most objects in view rotate. (A good example is that 2 . From the distribution table, the threshold is set at 9.21. We note that an important assumption used by this formula the camera rotates along the viewing direction.) Similarly, a deemphasizing weight may be needed for the line length is that line parameters do not change much between two frames, which may not hold in some cases. Therefore, distance term when the camera moves straight forward or backward along the viewing direction, because such motion weighting coefficients may be needed to emphasize or deemphasize particular items. In general, the coefficient for usually induces large changes in the lengths of lines in view.
FIG. 19.
The labeled lines for the two toy world images.
2. Establish neighborhoods. We then define the ''neighborhood'' of a line to consist of its three spatial perceptual groups.
3. Initialize matching probabilities. From the distance between two line segments (Eq. 5), we calculate the initial matching ''likelihood'' between two lines as:
And the likelihood that a line has no match in the second image is defined as:
The initial probability between two lines is just the matching likelihood divided by a normalizing constant so that the sum of all the matching probabilities for a line in the first image is equal to one. 4. Update matching probabilities. The initial matching 4.3. Relaxation Labeling probabilities are then updated by propagating neighborWe define the neighbors of a line to be its three percep-hood information. Basically, motions that are consistent tual groups: parallel, touching, and close. As Fig. 3 shows, with all neighbors will be rewarded, while inconsistent the labeling process consists of the following main steps: motions will be suppressed. The assumption is that spatially grouped lines should have similar motions. The number 1. Evaluate distances. We first evaluate statistical distances between features for both spatial and temporal of iterations should depend on the usual size of neighborhoods. In our experiments we always perform 10 iterations. grouping, as the previous subsection describes.
FIG. 21.
The two images of the laboratory scene.
FIG. 22. The lines extracted for the two laboratory images.
The next subsection discusses more details of our up-Let l i denote a line in the first image, and line l j denote a line spatially grouped with l i . We also use l 1 for the line date algorithm.
in the second image that is temporally grouped to l i , and 4.4. Cooperative Grouping Processes l 2 for the line that is either spatially grouped to l 1 or temporally grouped to l j . The temporal relaxation process is In the following discussion, we present algorithms for as follows: updating temporal and spatial groupings using information from each other. Both algorithms involve examining two TEMPORAL RELAXATION ALGORITHM (Updated tempopairs of lines and evaluating the similarity of their motion. ral grouping).
For m(l i , l 1 ) . The similarity measure between two 2D line motions is defined as
The sum of two independent, 2 -distributed random variables is also a 2 -distributed. Therefore, the threshold for similar motions is set at 7.68 by using the distribution table.
Denote the spatial grouping of line l i with line l j by g(l i , l j ), and let S ( g(l i , l j ) ) be the strength for such a hypothesis. The formula to strengthen a spatial relation is
In order to decrease the strength of hypotheses for incorrectly grouped lines, the constant term is set to 0.1 instead of 1. The smaller the constant, the faster the convergence rate will be.
The complexity of the two algorithms can be controlled by the threshold values in the grouping processes. Smaller thresholds will speed up computation but will also reject correct matches at the beginning. In our experiments we always start the spatial grouping update after two iterations of the temporal grouping update, since the initial spatial groups are believed to be more reliable than the initial temporal groups. At the end of the two update operations, we examine and prune group candidates with low probabilities. For a temporal update, we also need to renormalize the sum of all Now define the strength of the hypothesis that m(l i , l 1 ) matching probabilities to unity. Note that renormalization is true to be S (m(l i , l 1 ) ). The formula to strengthen the automatically decreases the strength of a hypothesis for confidence of a motion hypothesis using spatial neighbors wrongly matched lines. Finally, to display results, after is simply:
the iterative update we assign one-to-one correspondences based on matching probabilities.
S(m(
A more rigorous approach is to adopt the probabilistic interpretation of the likelihood function and use the Bayes' formula [18] . However, in our implementation we observed that results generated by the two approaches are almost the same. Similarly, we can use the same strategy to update spatial grouping based on the information from temporal grouping. 
SIMULATION ANALYSIS
define thresholds to eliminate weak grouping. The side effect of rejecting noise is that correct groupings may also We first test our system with two sets of images that be thrown away if their strengths are at the same level have synthetic lines. The purpose of the simulation analysis as noise. is to study the effect of noise on the performance and to
We apply our matching algorithm on the data and presexamine the effect of different object structures. We add ent results as 3D plots with grouping strength versus iterarandom noise to the line parameters. The noise is defined tion numbers and noise levels. We collect statistics by averby percentage, which is calculated as aging each example over 20 samples. Figure 6 shows the average strength of correct spatial grouping for the first noise ϭ (random[0, 1] Ϫ 0.5) ϫ true value ϫ percentage, synthetic image set. The perfect value should be 2.0, since (11) each line has two parallel neighbors in the same group.
Note that the algorithm gives unsatisfactory results when where random[0, 1] is a floating point random number the noise is above 5% of the true value. Figure 7 shows between 0 and 1.
the average strength of correct spatial grouping for the To determine the effect of object structures, we study second set. The perfect value should be 3.0, since each two sets of images. The first set contains two groups of line should have one parallel neighbor and two touching parallel lines, as Fig. 4 shows. The second set contains two neighbors. Performance of the our algorithm is much better rectangles, as Fig. 5 illustrates. The second set is considered in this case. Figure 8 shows the average strength of incorto be more ''structured'' than the first. Also, notice that rect spatial grouping for the first synthetic image set. Figure the objects in both sets are moving in different directions. 9 displays the average strength of incorrect spatial grouping
To evaluate our algorithm, we consider three aspects of for the second set. Our algorithm successfully eliminates its performance: (1) the average strength of correct spatial initial grouping errors for both cases. For temporal groupgrouping, (2) the average strength of incorrect spatial ing, Fig. 10 shows the average strength of correct matching grouping, and (3) the average strength of correct matching. for the first set, and Fig. 11 shows the average strength of Incorrect spatial groupings are caused by two problems. correct matching for the second set. The ideal value should The first one is that since the objects in each set are moving be 1 for both cases. From these figures, we can make the in different directions, the initial spatial grouping may in-following observations: clude lines from another object. The second problem is the disturbances in line parameters due to noise. To reduce 1. The proposed algorithm is very effect in eliminating incorrect spatial grouping using motion information. The the effect of noise and the computation complexity, we average grouping strength drops immediately after the spa-problem for 2D lines, where a group of very similar features is matched to a group in the next image and individual tial relaxation process starts.
2. With enough structures in the image (the second im-correspondences cannot be easily assigned. The solution to this problem is to propagate correspondence information age set), the proposed algorithm can also strengthen the correct spatial grouping.
from the boundary to the center of the group, which is implemented by the constraint propagation algorithms. Fi-3. The proposed algorithm finds the correct matching and is robust against noise. The simulation also shows that nally, Fig. 16 demonstrates the 2D motion of the midpoints of lines. A small square marks the midpoint of the line in 10 iterations are sufficient for most cases.
4. As expected, noise has a stronger effect in the first the first image, and the vector points to the midpoint of the line in the second image. We only display reliable example than in the second. The proposed algorithm breaks down at 5% noise for the first set, while for the matches, i.e., matchings that have strengths greater than 0.5. The system finds 56 reliable line correspondences, of second set the algorithm still works well at 20% noise. which only two are incorrect. Note that not all the matchTherefore, we can conjecture that the proposed algorithms ings labeled in Fig. 15 are displayed in Fig. 16 , because some would work better in ''structured'' environments.
of them have strengths less than 0.5. In our experiments we observed that threshold 0.5 provides a good compromise
REAL IMAGE RESULTS
between keeping good matchings and filtering out bad We also test our system with four sets of real images. matchings. Therefore, this value is used for all the experiThe same system parameters, as listed in the previous ments presented here. Our experience has shown that, after pruning, usually a very high percentage of the matchsection, are used for all three examples Figure 12 shows two images of a corridor scene. The camera has panned ings are correct.
The second example contains a toy world scene with to the left so that some new features appear on the left. Figure 13 shows the edges detected by the Canny operator, two moving cars, as Fig. 17 shows. Figure 18 The third example is from the IEEE Visual Workshop Image Database [1] , provided by the University of Massathese lines is difficult due to the fact that they are close to each other and have very similar orientations. This prob-chusetts. The image sequence is taken with a camera rolled by a Puma robot hand. We process the first two images in lem can be considered as a generalized motion aperture
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present a new algorithm for matching line features by cooperating spatial and temporal grouping processes. The advantage of the new algorithm is that in the relaxation labeling process, we integrate the spatial and the temporal grouping processes. Spatial relationships are modified cooperatively with the temporal feature matching process. The cooperating processes correct spatial grouping errors made at the beginning of the matching procedure. Both synthetic analysis and real image examples are presented. The accuracies of the final matching results are better than 97% in all the real image experiments we performed.
At this stage of research, the following issues appear to warrant further study:
1. We may extend the current system to process more than two views. We can match and mark reliable lines first and then hypothesize and test feature occlusion and 2. We may incorporate other hypothesis testing problems in this framework. For example, we may hypothesize this sequence, as Fig. 21 shows. Figure 22 shows the 230 and verify if two line segments should be merged using lines extracted for the first image, and the 212 lines for the colllinearity and correspondence information. second image. Figures 23 and 24 demonstrate the labeled 3. We can replace perceptual grouping by other types lines in the two images, and Fig. 25 displays the 174 reliable of spatial relationships. A very good example is the epipoline correspondences extracted, of which only three are lar line constraint in stereo images. In such a case our incorrect. This laboratory scene is more ''structured'' than algorithm will find stereo and motion correspondences at the other two examples. Therefore matches have higher the same time for a sequence of stereo images. strengths.
4. Finally, we may use the same paradigm to image The last test example is provided by the Computer Vi-features other than points and lines. One limitation of the sion Laboratory of Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal. The current work is that it is designed for structured environtwo images in Figure 26 are the third and the fourth left ments, where lines can be reliably extracted. For natural images in a sequence of stereo images. Figure 27 shows scenes, textures may be more important and 2D regions the lines and arcs extracted by the ORT package. Figure ( patches) may replace lines. For such applications our sys-28 displays the motion vectors established by our line-tem can be generalized to use cooperating spatial segmenmatching algorithm. Out of about 240 lines extracted, we tation and temporal matching processes on regions. established 125 reliable correspondences, of which only three are wrong. Between the two images, a manipulator 
